SKYLINE ELECTRONIC PRICE DISPLAYS

CLEAR.™ Reliable. Quality Signage.

CLEAR IMAGING | LEGIBLE | EASY TO INTEGRATE | AMERICAN QUALITY | RELIABLE

SCROLLING TECHNOLOGY

LED TECHNOLOGY
Fuel retailers need clear, reliable, and quality electronic price signs to prominently display their prices at the street. Skyline Electronic Price Displays answers this need with state-of-the-art electronic price sign products, including LED and scrolling technologies and fuel price management software.

Company History

Started in 1970, Skyline Products, Inc., is a leading developer, manufacturer, and provider of hardware and software solutions that meet the pricing needs of the convenience store, truck stop, and petroleum marketing industries. These solutions include electronic sign technology and centrally controlled fuel pricing software. Major organizations including Kroger, Murphy USA, Sheetz, Valero, and HEB Grocery Stores are among our sign customers. Our highly reliable, innovative, and quality solutions and our friendly, responsive customer service make us a leader in the industry. Skyline Products has over 25,000 installations throughout North America.

Skyline signs feature unmatched American-made reliability, durability, and legibility and are designed to easily adapt to future requirements. Fuel price managers benefit from seamless integration with major Point of Sale (POS) systems, allowing for one-click price changes to/from the POS, pumps, and signs. With full feedback technology, c-stores and fuel outlets have the assurance that they are displaying the right prices at all times.

“When we decided to look at LED gas price signs we tested signs from multiple manufacturers. We chose Skyline for their readability and reliability. I would highly recommend Skyline’s gas price signs.”

Tim Rutter, President—the Rutter’s companies
Industry exclusive
Full Feedback Technology

- Always be sure that your sign is displaying correct, error-free prices
- Remotely confirms that all price changes were properly executed as commanded
- Provides remote sign diagnostics
- Reduces down time and service costs

The most communication options available in the industry

- Direct hardwire communication
- Short-range and long-range radio
- Cellular modem
- Landline telephone
- PriceAdvantage SMART Fuel Pricing™ patented software
- Local control from the base of the sign
- 24x7x365 customer service and technical support

Highest quality design and manufacturing

- Field-proven technology
- Performs in extreme weather, including subzero temperatures, high heat, high humidity, and salty air
- Installations successfully operating across North America

Meeting the highest certifications and standards

- ISO 9001:2008-certified since 1998—the industry’s most demanding quality management system
- Mission-Critical, Life-Dependent Electronic Quality Standard IPC-610, Class 2 (Industrial)
- Military Spec Silicone conformal coat conforms to MIL-I-46058C, Type SR and IPC-CC-830
- ETL-listed for UL STD Canadian standards CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 207-M89 and No. 60950-00

Our valued partners

- Gilbarco Veeder-Root
- VeriFone
- NCR
- Retailix
- Excentus
- Allied Electronics, Inc.
- Fiscal Systems

Our valued customers

- 7-Eleven
- CEFCO
- Conoco/Phillips
- Country Fair
- Cumberland Farms
- Diamond Shamrock
- Dillons
- Dodge’s Stores
- Family Express
- Flash Foods
- Fred Meyer
- GoGas
- H-E-B
- High’s of Baltimore
- Ingles
- The Kroger Company
- Kum & Go
- Kwik Shop, Inc.
- Loaf ‘N Jug
- MapCo
- Meijer
- Murphy USA
- Parker’s Convenience Stores
- RaceTrac
- Road Ranger
- Royal Farms
- Rutter’s
- Sheetz, Inc.
- Sinclair
- Spinx
- SuperValu
- Thornton Oil Corporation
- Turkey Hill
- Valero Energy Corporation
- VP Racing
- Wawa
- Western Convenience Stores
- Weigles
- Wilco Hess
- And many, many more…
LED PRICE DISPLAYS
Since 1991 Skyline has led the way with innovative industry firsts in LED technology. Our exclusive 15-segment font displays a full-bodied numeral and individual LED hoods to increase contrast, providing superior readability. With font sizes from 4.5-inch to 86-inch numerals, Skyline’s LED displays can be used in a wide variety of applications and configurations including price sign displays, pump top displays, and loyalty/discount displays. The signs can be integrated with many POS systems allowing one-click price changes to the POS, pumps, and signs. And, with full feedback technology, fuel managers know the right prices are advertised at all times.

Electronic LED Displays
- No clear cover that can cause glare, enhancing brightness, clarity, and contrast
- Patented metal hoods that shade and protect each individual LED
- Exposed LED’s that greatly reduce heat generated by solar gain which can reduce LED life
- Industry exclusive, full-bodied 15-segment font for superior readability
- LED numeral sizes from 8 to 86 inches for price displays
- LED numeral sizes 4.5 and 9 inches for pump top displays
- The best viewing angle and sharpest contrast in the industry
- The most precise photocell brightness control in the industry, unrivaled in the ability to perfectly match sign brightness to ambient light for exceptional day and night readability
- Industry exclusive Full Feedback Technology
- Cash/Credit LED price display offers flexibility for multiple fuel prices based on payment type, all within one sign presentation. Available for digit sizes 48 to 86 inches
- LED Retrofit kits available

“We have identified price signs as a crucial part of our fuel marketing strategy. We have implemented other commodity price signs and found Skyline to be a great fit for our image, readability, reliability, and value.”
Meggan Kring, Director Corporate Communications—Kum & Go
SCROLLING PRICE DISPLAYS

Skyline’s Electronic Scroll Signs provide a clean, classic appearance to fueling stations across the country. Numeral sizes of 10 to 91 inches and custom color options complement your unique brand image. The internally illuminated signs have the widest viewing angle available in electronic signage and are unmatched for day and nighttime readability. The signs can be integrated with many POS systems allowing one-click price changes to the POS, pumps, and signs. And, with full feedback technology, fuel managers know the right prices are advertised at all times.

Electronic Scroll Signs

- Clean, full-bodied numerals for a classic appearance
- Internally illuminated for unmatched nighttime legibility
- Multiple color options to support your unique image
- Widest viewing angle available in electronic signs
- Maximum readability from further away, displaying prices clearly to motorists traveling at high speeds
- The electronic solution where LED’s are not allowed, including all the benefits of “speed to the street” with system integration
- Scroll numeral sizes from 10 to 91 inches
- Industry exclusive Full Feedback Technology

“Skyline has been a trusted and dependable partner to Sheetz for over 15 years. We have always found their signs to offer great readability with solid reliability and extended long-term value.”

Louie Sheetz, Executive Vice President of Marketing—Sheetz, Inc.
Skyline’s core objective is to deliver the right solution to meet our customers’ mission critical needs, using a consultative approach.

Quality
Our customers deserve the best possible Return on Investment (ROI) with lasting, reliable, high quality products. We are committed to providing this every day in every way.

Customer Service
Our highly trained customer service team is friendly, knowledgeable, and the most responsive in the industry. They keep going until you have a solution.

Excellence in Manufacturing
Skyline manufacturing employs a state of the art ERP system, including Capacity Resource Planning (CRP), Material Requirements Planning (MRP), and Master Production Scheduling (MPS).

CONTACT US TODAY!
(800) 759-9046
Skyline Products, Inc.
2903 Delta Drive
Colorado Springs, CO 80910

SKYLINEPRODUCTS.COM